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In 1973 the Central Committee of the People’s Revolutionary Policy decided to implement a number of new policies, but these policies were opposed by a number of localities. The Cambodian revolutionary government took action to suppress the opposition, and as a result a number of civilians fled into the jungle, and a number expressed a desire to flee into Vietnamese territory to escape and to oppose the government of our [Cambodian] friends.

In order to avoid complications in relations between us and Cambodia, COSVN issued the following guidance:

“1.-Staff agencies and units that are still based on the soil of our [Cambodian] friends and overseas Vietnamese organizations [in Cambodia] should not criticize the policies of our [Cambodian] friends in front of Cambodian cadres, Cambodian civilians, and overseas Vietnamese. If any of the policies of our [Cambodian] friends cause problems for us and for overseas Vietnamese residents [of Cambodia], the issue should be handled through our Liaison Committees at various levels. The committees should discuss the problem with our [Cambodian] friends in order to study the problem and to make corrections that will benefit both the Cambodian revolution and our side. However, the power to make the final decision belongs to our [Cambodian] friends. We must respect Cambodia’s law and Cambodia’s sovereignty.

“2.-With regard to people who flee to take refuge in Vietnam, we will not accept or harbor them. Instead we will give them rational, logical explanations in order to persuade them to return to Cambodia.

“3.-With respect to Cambodian armed forces units and individual Cambodian soldiers who have fled to take refuge in our soil, we will work to educate and persuade them to induce them to return to Cambodia. If they refuse to leave, the Liaison Committee will contact our Cambodian friends to resolve the issue.”
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